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Executive Summary

Purpose: To empower youth and the
community with easy access to
educational information, business guidance
and personal support.

Benefits: Improved education, promoting
local businesses and promoting self-
improvement.



Instant access to accurate
information and guidance in real
time.

Adaptation of responses to the
individual needs of each user.

Comprehensive approach that
encompasses education, business
and self-help.

Main features

Quick Responses Customization Multifunctional Support
Constant improvement through
feedback and updates.

Continuous Learning



Explanation of how our advanced AI
understands and responds to user
questions.

Advanced Artificial Intelligence
The solution operates
under a single Control
Panel

HOW IT WORKS?

01.

Highlighting the vast knowledge base used
to provide accurate information.

Knowledge base02.

Demonstration of how the solution offers
personalized responses based on each
user's needs.

Customization03.



Panorama

Educational Statistics Business Scenario

Highlight current education
statistics such as school
graduation rates and learning
gaps.

Overview of the business
environment, including
challenges faced by local
entrepreneurs.

Personal Well-Being
Statistics related to emotional
well-being and personal
development needs.



Provides instant answers to
academic questions, tutorials
and learning materials.

What does this solution do
exactly?

Education
Guides entrepreneurs with
market insights, growth
strategies and business
planning.

Business
Provides emotional support,
development of interpersonal
skills and resolution of personal
problems.

Self-Help



Access to educational
information in real time.
Encouragement of continuous
learning.

Project Objectives

Educational
Empowerment

Expert guidance for budding
entrepreneurs.
Stimulating local economic
growth.

Support for Business
and Entrepreneurship

Personalized support for emotional well-
being.
Development of interpersonal skills.

Self-help and Personal
Development



Illustrative screenshots

Q&A Panel Comments panel



Fast

Intuitive

Revolutionary

Developed to streamline processes

A technology that promises to improve the information
provision model

Easy to use and visually pleasing for the user



Some of our customers

United Nations - Refugee Agency Moz. Airport handling services DDB National hydrocarbon company Mitsubishi Corporation



+258 84 563 2220

yuri@itluz.com

www.itluz.com

Contact us!

Thank you for your attention


